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a b s t r a c t
A graph G has the Median Cycle Property (MCP) if every triple (u0, u1, u2) of vertices of G
admits a unique median or a unique median cycle, that is a gated cycle C of G such that
for all i, j, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, if xi is the gate of ui in C, then: {xi, xj} ⊆ IG(ui, uj) if i 6= j, and
dG(xi, xj) < dG(xi, xk)+dG(xk, xj). We prove that a netlike partial cube has the MCP if and only
if it contains no triple of convex cycles pairwise having an edge in common and intersecting
in a single vertex. Moreover a finite netlike partial cube G has the MCP if and only if G can be
obtained from a set of even cycles and hypercubes by successive gated amalgamations, and
equivalently, if and only if G can be obtained from K1 by a sequence of special expansions.
We also show that the geodesic interval space of a netlike partial cube having the MCP is a
Pash–Peano space (i.e. a closed join space).
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [3] Bandelt and Chepoi investigated the cellular bipartite graphs, that is the graphs that can be obtained from single
edges and even cycles by successive gated amalgamations. They concluded their paper by suggesting that the class of cellular
bipartite graphs should be generalized in order to incorporate the median graphs by considering the graphs obtained from
even cycles and hypercubes via successive gated amalgamations.
The class of netlike partial cubes, that we introduced in the first paper [15] of this series, is closed under gated
amalgamations and contains in particular the classes of median graphs, cellular bipartite graphs and benzenoid graphs.
More precisely, cellular bipartite graphs and benzenoid graphs are instances of the special netlike partial cubes that we
called linear partial cubes. So the graphs that Bandelt and Chepoi proposed to investigate are special netlike partial cubes.
Now Bandelt and Chepoi [3] proved in particular that the cellular bipartite graphs have, what we call in this paper, the
Median Cycle Property (MCP for short), i.e. the property that any triple (u0, u1, u2) of vertices of a cellular bipartite graph G
admits a unique median or a unique median cycle, that is a particular gated cycle whose vertex set is contained in the union
of intervals IG(u0, u1)∪ IG(u1, u2)∪ IG(u2, u0). We show in this paper (Theorem 3.5) that the graphs obtained from even cycles
and hypercubes via successive gated amalgamations are precisely the finite netlike partial cubes which have the MCP, the
cellular bipartite graphs being the finite linear partial cubes having the MCP.
We prove that, just like the geodesic interval spaces of a median graph and of a cellular bipartite graph, the interval
space of a netlike partial cube having the MCP is a Pash–Peano space or, in other words, a (closed) join space. An abstract
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join space is composed of a set and a join operator for which the join of two points is interpreted as the segment between
these two points, and satisfying certain axioms that are similar to the basic properties of line segments in Euclidean
geometry. For a graph, the segment between two vertices is the geodesic interval between these vertices. This property
of the geodesic interval space of a netlike partial cube having the MCP entails that the induced geodesic convexity has the
Join-Hull Commutativity Property and the separation property S4.
Since Mulder [13] and Chepoi [7] introduced the expansion procedure for median graphs and partial cubes, different kinds
of finite partial cubes have already been constructed from K1 by sequences of special expansions (see [11]). In Section 6 we
show that, if one can obtain all netlike partial cubes by Chepoi’s theorem, not all graphs in the middle of expansion are
netlike. More precisely, there exist infinitely many finite netlike partial cubes, in particular some benzenoid graphs, which
are not the expansion of any netlike partial cubes. However we proved that there exists a particular kind of expansion that
enables constructing all finite netlike partial cubes having the MCP from K1.
Several results of Section 3 are generalizations of some results of the paper by Bandelt and Chepoi [3], and parts of their
proofs may be analogous to the proofs of the corresponding results in [3]. So, in order to avoid unnecessary repetitions, we
will as far as possible refer the reader to the relevant proofs in [3].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graphs
The graphs we consider are undirected, without loops or multiple edges, and may be finite or infinite. Let G be a graph. If
x ∈ V(G), the set NG(x) := {y ∈ V(G) : xy ∈ E(G)} is the neighborhood of x in G, NG[x] := {x}∪NG(x) is the closed neighborhood of
x in G and δG(x) := |NG(x)| is the degree of x in G. For a set X of vertices of G we put NG[X] := ⋃x∈X NG[x] and NG(X) := NG[X]−X,
we denote by G[X] the subgraph of G induced by X, and we set G− X := G[V(G)− X].
A path P = 〈x0, . . . , xn〉 is a graph with V(P) = {x0, . . . , xn}, xi 6= xj if i 6= j, and E(P) = {xixi+1 : 0 ≤ i < n}. A path
P = 〈x0, . . . , xn〉 is called an (x0, xn)-path, x0 and xn are its endvertices, while the other vertices are called its inner vertices,
n = |E(P)| is the length of P. If x and y are two vertices of a path P, then we denote by P[x, y] the subpath of P whose endvertices
are x and y.
A cycle C with V(C) = {x1, . . . , xn}, xi 6= xj if i 6= j, and E(C) = {xixi+1 : 1 ≤ i < n}∪{xnx1}, will be denoted by 〈x1, . . . , xn, x1〉.
The non-negative integer n = |E(C)| is the length of C, and a cycle of length n is called an n-cycle and is often denoted by Cn.
Let G be a connected graph. The usual distance between two vertices x and y, that is, the length of an (x, y)-geodesic
(=shortest (x, y)-path) in G, is denoted by dG(x, y). A connected subgraph H of G is isometric in G if dH(x, y) = dG(x, y) for all
vertices x and y of H. The (geodesic) interval IG(x, y) between two vertices x and y of G is the set of vertices of all (x, y)-geodesics
in G.
2.2. Convexities
A convexity on a set X is an algebraic closure system C on X. The elements of C are the convex sets and the pair (X,C)
is called a convex structure. See van de Vel [18] for a detailed study of abstract convex structures. Several kinds of graph
convexities, that is convexities on the vertex set of a graph G, have already been investigated. We will principally work with
the geodesic convexity, that is the convexity on V(G)which is induced by the geodesic interval operator IG. In this convexity, a
subset C of V(G) is convex provided it contains the geodesic interval IG(x, y) for all x, y ∈ C. The convex hull coG(A) of a subset
A of V(G) is the smallest convex set which contains A. The convex hull of a finite set is called a polytope. A subset H of V(G)
is a half-space if H and V(G)− H are convex. We will denote by IG the pre-hull operator of the geodesic convex structure of
G, i.e. the self-map of P (V(G)) such that IG(A) := ⋃x,y∈A IG(x, y) for each A ⊆ V(G). The convex hull of a set A ⊆ V(G) is then
coG(A) = ⋃n∈N InG(A). Furthermore we will say that a subgraph of a graph G is convex if its vertex set is convex, and by the
convex hull coG(H) of a subgraph H of G we will mean the smallest convex subgraph of G containing H as a subgraph, that is
coG(H) := G[coG(V(H))].
2.3. Netlike partial cubes
First we will recall some properties of partial cubes, that is of isometric subgraphs of hypercubes. Partial cubes are
particular connected bipartite graphs.
For an edge ab of a graph G, let
WGab := {x ∈ V(G) : dG(a, x) < dG(b, x)},
UGab := NG(WGba).
If no confusion is likely, we will simply denote WGab and UGab by Wab and Uab, respectively. Note that the sets Wab and Wba
are disjoint and that V(G) = Wab ∪Wba if G is bipartite and connected.
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Two edges xy and uv are in the Djoković–Winkler relation Θ if
dG(x, u)+ dG(y, v) 6= dG(x, v)+ dG(y, u).
If G is bipartite, the edges xy and uv are in relation Θ if and only if dG(x, u) = dG(y, v) and dG(x, v) = dG(y, u). The relation
Θ is clearly reflexive and symmetric.
Theorem 2.1 (Djoković [9, Theorem 1] and Winkler [19]). A connected bipartite graph G is a partial cube if and only if it has one
of the following properties:
(i) For every edge ab of G, the sets Wab and Wba are convex (and thus are half-spaces).
(ii) The relation Θ is transitive.
Note that every interval and every polytope of a partial cube are finite. We will now recall the concept of pre-hull number
of a partial cube. This concept was more generally defined for any convexities in [17].
Definition 2.2. Let G be a partial cube. The least non-negative integer n (if it exists) such that coG(Uab) = InG(Uab ∪ {x}) for
each edge ab of G and each x ∈ coG(Uab) is called the pre-hull number of G, and is denoted by ph(G). If no such n exists we put
ph(G) := ∞.
Since, with the exception of some counterexamples, we will only deal with partial cubes whose pre-hull number is at
most 1, it is useful to recall a simple characterization of these graphs.
Definition 2.3. We will say that a set A of vertices of a graph G is ph-stable if, for all u, v ∈ IG(A), v ∈ IG(u,w) for some w ∈ A.
We obtain immediately:
Lemma 2.4 (Polat [15, Proposition 2.4]). If a set A of vertices of a graph G is ph-stable, then, for all u, v ∈ IG(A), IG(u, v) ⊆ IG(a, b)
for some a, b ∈ A. In particular, each edge of G[IG(A)] belongs to an (a, b)-geodesic for some a, b ∈ A, and moreover coG(A) =
IG(A).
Proposition 2.5 (Polat and Sabidussi [17, Theorem 7.5]). Let G be a partial cube. Then ph(G) ≤ 1 if and only if, for every edge ab
of G, Uab and Uba are ph-stable.
We denote by CV(G) (resp. 3V(G)) the set of vertices of a graph G which belong to a cycle of G (resp. whose degree is at
least 3). We say that a set A ⊆ V(G) is C-convex (resp. (3)-convex) if CV(G[IG(A)]) ⊆ A (resp. 3V(G[IG(A)]) ⊆ A). The set of
C-convex subsets of V(G) and the one of (3)-convex subsets of V(G) are convexities on V(G)which are finer than the geodesic
convexity.
Lemma 2.6 (Polat [15, Proposition 3.5]). Any C-convex set of a connected graph is ph-stable.
Corollary 2.7. If A is a C-convex set of a connected graph G, then IG(A) is convex.
This is a consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6.
Bandelt characterized median graphs as bipartite graphs G for which the sets Uab and Uba are convex for each edge ab of
G. By relaxing the type of convexity in Bandelt’ characterization of a median graph we obtain what we call a netlike partial
cube.
Definition 2.8. We will say that a partial cube G is netlike if Uab and Uba are C-convex for each edge ab of G.
Thus median graphs are netlike partial cubes. Clearly even cycles are also netlike partial cubes, and moreover any convex
subgraph of a netlike partial cube is a netlike partial cube.
Proposition 2.9 (Polat [15, Proposition 3.6]). The pre-hull number of a netlike partial cube is at most 1.
Among different characterizations of netlike partial cubes we will need the following one:
Proposition 2.10 (Polat [15, Theorem 3.10]). A partial cube G is netlike if and only if it has the following two properties:
(i) For each edge ab of G, the sets Uab and Uba are (3)-convex.
(ii) The convex hull of each non-convex isometric cycle of G is a hypercube.
A netlike partial cube G such that, for each edge ab, IG(Uab) and IG(Uba) induce trees, is called a linear partial cube.
Lemma 2.11 (Polat [15, Theorem 7.4]). Let G be a partial cube. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) G is linear.
(ii) G is a netlike partial cube which contains no hypercube of dimension greater than 2.
(iii) G is a netlike partial cube whose isometric cycles are convex.
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Fig. 1. A tricycle.
Lemma 2.12 (Polat [15, Lemma 6.1]). Let ab be an edge of a netlike partial cube G. Then any convex cycle of G[Uab] is a 4-cycle.
Lemma 2.13 (Polat [15, Corollary 7.2]). A netlike partial cube is a median graph if and only if any of its convex cycles is a 4-cycle.
Proposition 2.14. A netlike partial cube G is an even cycle or a hypercube if and only if Wab = IG(Uab) and Wba = IG(Uba) for
every edge ab of G. More precisely G is a hypercube if moreover Uab and Uba are convex for all ab ∈ E(G), and it is an even cycle of
length greater than 4 if moreover Uab is not convex for some ab ∈ E(G).
Proof. The necessity is clear. Conversely, assume that Wab = IG(Uab) and Wba = IG(Uba) for every edge ab of G.
If, for all ab ∈ E(G), Uab and Uba are convex, then Wab = Uab and Wba = Uba. Hence G is a hypercube (see [1] and also [4] for
a generalization to Hamming graphs).
Suppose Uab is not convex for some edge ab. Then there are two non-adjacent vertices u, v ∈ Uab such that IG(u, v)∩Uab =
{u, v}. It follows that there exists a unique (u, v)-geodesic P, and that each inner vertex of P has degree 2 in G because
Wab = IG(Uab). Let u′ and v′ be the neighbors in Uba of u and v, respectively. In the same way, there exists a unique (u′, v′)-
geodesic P′, and each inner vertex of P′ has degree 2 in G. Then C := P ∪ 〈v, v′〉 ∪ P′ ∪ 〈u′, u〉 is a convex cycle of length greater
than 4. Let xy be an edge of P. Because Wab = IG(Uab) and since Uab is C-convex, it follows that the only edge of G which is
Θ-equivalent to xy is an edge x′y′ of P′. Hence Wxy = IG(Uxy) = IC(x, x′) and Wyx = IC(y, y′), and thus G = C. 
We recall that a netlike partial cube cannot contain aQ−3 (i.e.Q3 minus a vertex) as a convex subgraph, because ph(Q
−
3 ) = 2.
Note that such a Q−3 is formed by three 4-cycles which pairwise have an edge in common and which intersect in a single
vertex. We will call a triple of convex cycles such that at least one of them has length greater than 4, any pair of them has
exactly an edge in common and they all intersect in one vertex, a tricycle (see Fig. 1 for an example).
Lemma 2.15. A netlike partial cube contains no tricycle such that at least one of the cycles is a 4-cycle.
Proof. Suppose that a netlike partial cube G has a tricycle (C1, C2, C3) such that the length of C1 is greater than 4 and that
of C3 is 4. Let ab be the common edge of C1 and C2 and, for i = 1, 2, let aci be the common edge of Ci and C3 (see Fig. 1). For
i = 1, 2, 3, let ui be the antipode of a in Ci.
Then C3 = 〈a, c1, u3, c2, a〉, and hence C3 is a cycle of G[I(Uab)]. Therefore c1 ∈ Uab, since Uab isC-convex. Then the neighbor
of c1 in Uba belongs to IG(u1, b). It follows that the neighbor of b in IG(b, u1)will also belong to Uba since Uba is C-convex, thus
yielding a contradiction with the convexity of C1. 
Note that a partial cube which contains no tricycle such that at least one of the cycles has length 4 need not be a netlike
partial cube. This is for example the case of the subdivision G of K4 obtained by replacing each edge by a path of length 2. This
graph is a partial cube which contains no 4-cycle, and thus satisfies the property of Lemma 2.15. Moreover each isometric
cycle of G is convex, but it is not netlike because its pre-hull number is 2.
2.4. Gated amalgamation
An induced subgraph H (or its vertex set) of a graph G is said to be gated if, for each x ∈ V(G), there exists a vertex y (the
gate of x) in H such that y ∈ IG(x, z) for every z ∈ V(H) (see [10]). Obviously, every gated subgraph is convex. Conversely any
convex subgraph of a median graph is gated. However, this is clearly not true for netlike partial cubes. The following result
characterizes the convex subgraphs of a netlike partial cube which are gated.
Proposition 2.16 (Polat [15, Theorem 6.2]). A convex subgraph H of a netlike partial cube is gated if and only if every convex
cycle which has at least three vertices in common with H is a cycle of H.
Note that, because a partial cube G is an isometric subgraph of some hypercube Q , it follows that any hypercube in G is
then a convex subgraph of Q , and thus is gated in G. By [15, Corollary 6.4], any convex cycle of a netlike partial cube is gated.
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Proposition 2.17 (Bandelt [2, Proposition 2.4]). The gated subgraphs of a graph have the Helly property, that is, every finite family
of gated subgraphs that pairwise intersect have a non-empty intersection.
Following Mulder [14], a graph G is the gated amalgam of two graphs G0 and G1 if G0 and G1 are isomorphic to two
intersecting gated subgraphs of G whose union is G. We also say that G is the gated amalgam along the intersection of
these gated subgraphs.
Proposition 2.18 (Polat [15, Theorem 6.5]). The gated amalgam of two netlike partial cubes is a netlike partial cube.
A graph which is the gated amalgam of two of its proper gated subgraphs is said to be decomposable, otherwise it is
indecomposable.
We know that, if Uab is convex for all edges ab of G, then G is a median graph, and moreover, if G is indecomposable, then
G is a hypercube. Therefore, if G is indecomposable but is not a hypercube, then Uab is not convex for some edge ab of G. But
we have a stronger result.
Lemma 2.19. For any edge ab of a netlike partial cube G, the set Uab is gated if and only if it is convex.
Proof. The necessity is trivial. Conversely suppose that Uab is convex but not gated. Then, by Proposition 2.16, there is a
convex cycle C of G of length 2n which has at least three vertices in Uab, but whose vertex set is not contained in Uab. Due
to the convexity of Uab, n ≥ 3 and V(C) ∩ Uab is a path. Hence, if C = 〈x1, . . . , x2n, x1〉, we can suppose that x1, x2, x3 ∈ Uab.
For i = 1, 2, 3, let x′i be the neighbor of xi in Uba. Then the three convex cycles C, 〈x1, x2, x′2, x′1, x1〉, 〈x2, x3, x′3, x′2, x2〉 form a
contradiction to Lemma 2.15. 
If Uab is convex, then Uba, which is C-convex, is also convex, and thus gated. Hence Wba and Uab ∪Uba are gated. Therefore,
if Wba 6= Uba, it follows that G is the gated amalgam of G[Wba] and G[Wab ∪ Uba]. Consequently, if G is indecomposable and if
Uab is convex for some edge ab, then Wab = Uab and Wba = Uba. It follows, by Lemma 2.12, that every convex cycle of G is a
4-cycle, and hence that G is a median graph by Lemma 2.13, and thus a hypercube since it is indecomposable. Therefore we
can state:
Proposition 2.20. If a netlike partial cube G is indecomposable, then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) G is a hypercube.
(ii) Uab is convex for every edge ab of G.
(iii) Uab is convex for some edge ab of G.
3. The median cycle property
We recall that, if u0, u1, u2 are three vertices of a graph G, then a median of the triple (u0, u1, u2) is any element of the
intersection IG(u0, u1)∩ IG(u1, u2)∩ IG(u2, u0), and that a median cycle (see [3]) of (u0, u1, u2) is a gated cycle C of G such that
for all i, j, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, if xi is the gate of ui in C, then: {xi, xj} ⊆ IG(ui, uj) if i 6= j, and dG(xi, xj) < dG(xi, xk)+ dG(xk, xj).
Note that this last condition is equivalent to: maxi6=j dG(xi, xj) < k/2, where k is the length of C, and V(C) = ⋃i6=j IG(xi, xj).
Definition 3.1. A graph G has the Median Cycle Property, MCP for short, if every triple of vertices of G admits a unique median
or a unique median cycle.
Median graphs have the MCP by definition. Cellular bipartite graphs are other examples of graphs which have the MCP.
The cellular bipartite graphs are the graphs which can be obtained from single edges and even cycles by successive gated amal-
gamations. These graphs were defined and studied by Bandelt and Chepoi [3]. They showed in particular [3, Proposition 3]
that the cellular bipartite graphs have the MCP and that they are partial cubes.
The following lemma will be useful to prove several results of this section.
Lemma 3.2. A partial cube G has the MCP if and only if, for all triple (u, v,w) of vertices of G such that the intervals
IG(u, v), IG(v,w), IG(w, u) pairwise intersect in their common endvertices, the union IG(u, v) ∪ IG(v,w) ∪ IG(w, u) induces a gated
cycle of G.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. The sufficiency was proved by Bandelt and Chepoi [3, Propositions 2 and 3] for cellular
bipartite graphs, but by using only the properties that the intervals and the set Wab for any edge ab of a cellular bipartite
graph are convex; two properties which are satisfied by any partial cube. 
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a partial cube. Then G has the MCP if and only if GK2 has the MCP.
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Fig. 2. A benzenoid graph which does not have the MCP.
Proof. Let H := GK2, V(K2) = {0, 1}, and Gi := G〈i〉 for i = 0, 1. Let i ∈ {0, 1}. Clearly a cycle of Gi is gated in H if and only
if it is gated in Gi, and IH(x, y) = IGi(x, y) for any x, y ∈ V(Gi). Therefore Gi, and thus G, has the MCP if H has the MCP.
Conversely, suppose that G has the MCP. Then, for i = 0, 1, Gi has the MCP. Let u, v,w be three vertices of H. There is
nothing to prove if u, v,w ∈ V(Gi) for some i ∈ {0, 1} since Gi has the MCP. Suppose that u, v ∈ V(Gi) and w ∈ V(G1−i) for
some i ∈ {0, 1}, say i = 0, i.e. u = (x, 0), v = (y, 0) and w = (z, 1) for some x, y, z ∈ V(G). Then (z, 0) ∈ IH(u,w) ∩ IH(w, v),
and thus the intervals IH(u, v), IH(v,w), IH(w, u) do not intersect in their common endvertices. By Lemma 3.2 it follows that
H has the MCP. 
This result and the fact that the Cartesian product of K2 with any even cycle of length greater than 4 is not a netlike partial
cube (see [15, Remark 4.10(1)]) imply that there exist partial cubes which are not netlike and which have the MCP.
Proposition 3.4. Let G be the gated amalgam of two partial cubes G1 and G2. Then G has the MCP if and only if G1 and G2 have
the MCP.
Proof. Without loss of generality we will suppose that G1 and G2 are non-disjoint gated subgraphs of G whose union is G. The
necessity is clear because G1 and G2 are gated subgraphs of G. Conversely suppose that G1 and G2 have the MCP. Let u, v,w
be three vertices of G such that the intervals IG(u, v), IG(v,w), IG(w, u) pairwise intersect in their common endvertices. We
will prove that the union IG(u, v) ∪ IG(v,w) ∪ IG(w, u) induces a gated cycle of G, which, by Lemma 3.2, will infer that u, v,w
admits a unique median or a unique median cycle.
Assume that u, v,w are not vertices of Gi for some i ∈ {1, 2}, and, without loss of generality, that u ∈ V(G1) and
v,w ∈ V(G2). Let u′ be the gate of u in G2. Then u′ ∈ IG(u, v) ∩ IG(u,w). Hence u′ = u because u is the only element of
this intersection by hypothesis, and this contradicts the assumption. Therefore u, v,w ∈ V(Gi) for some i ∈ {1, 2}. It follows,
by Lemma 3.2 since Gi has the MCP, that IG(u, v) ∪ IG(v,w) ∪ IG(w, u) induces a gated cycle of Gi, and thus of G. 
As was shown in [15], contrary to median graphs and cellular bipartite graphs, there are netlike partial cubes which do
not have the MCP. This is the case of the benzenoid graph in Fig. 2 where the triple (u, v,w) of vertices has neither a median
nor a median cycle.
We will now state one of the main results of this paper:
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a netlike partial cube. The following assertions are equivalent:
1. G has the MCP.
2. G contains no tricycle.
If moreover G is finite, then the assertions above are equivalent to the following one:
3. G is obtained from even cycles and hypercubes by successive gated amalgamations.
We will need a few results and definitions. For any edge ab of a partial cube G we denote
Gab := G[IG(Uab) ∪ IG(Uba)].
By the definition Gab = Gba. This set is convex. Moreover, by Proposition 2.16 and Lemma 2.15, we have:
Lemma 3.6. If a netlike partial cube G contains no tricycle, then Gab is gated for any edge ab of G.
We will say that a hypercube of a netlike partial cube G is maximal if it is not a proper subgraph of a hypercube, and we
will denote byH(G) the set of all convex cycles of length greater than 4 and maximal hypercubes of dimension greater than
1 of G.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a netlike partial cube, C be a convex cycle of G, and F another convex cycle or a hypercube of G which does
not contain C. Then C and F have at most two vertices in common.
Proof. This is a consequence of [15, Proposition 6.3] if F is a convex cycle, and of Proposition 2.16 if F is a hypercube since
any hypercube is gated. 
Proposition 3.8 (Bandelt and van de Vel [5]). A finite connected graph is a median graph if and only if it can be obtained from
hypercubes by successive gated amalgamations.
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Proposition 3.9. Let G be a netlike partial cube which is neither a hypercube nor an even cycle. If G contains no tricycle, then G
is decomposable.
Proof. We will roughly follow Bandelt’s and Chepoi’s proof of the implication (3)⇒ (4) of [3, Theorem 1].
Assume that G is 2-connected. Otherwise, G could be decomposed via gated amalgamation along a single vertex. Then
G = ⋃H(G). If G is a median graph but not a hypercube, then G is decomposable by Proposition 3.8. Suppose that G is not a
median graph. It follows, by Lemma 2.13, that G contains a convex cycle, say C, of length greater that 4. We distinguish three
cases.
Case 1. There exist two disjoint elements H1 and H2 ofH(G).
Let uv be an edge of a geodesic between a vertex of H1 and a vertex H2. Then V(H1) ⊆ Wuv and V(H2) ⊆ Wvu. Then, since
Guv is gated by Lemma 3.6, the proper induced subgraphs G[Wuv ∪ IG(Uvu)] and G[Wvu ∪ IG(Uuv)] of G are gated, and thus G is
the gated amalgam of these two subgraphs.
Therefore we may assume that the elements ofH(G) are pairwise non-disjoint. By Proposition 2.17, every finite family of
elements ofH(G) containing C has a non-empty intersection. Hence, by Proposition 2.16 and because the elements ofH(G)
are gated, these intersections are paths of C of length at most 1. It follows that the elements of H(G) have a non-empty
intersection
⋂
H(G), which is a path of C of length at most 1.
Case 2.
⋂
H(G) is a path of length 1. Then G is the gated amalgam along this path of C and the subgraph induced by the
union of all the other elements ofH(G).
Case 3.
⋂
H(G) = 〈u〉. Let uv be an edge of C. Then G is the union of Guv and G[Wuv]. Let F := ⋃H(G[Wuv]). Then G = Guv∪ F
because G is 2-connected. Moreover F is clearly convex. We will show that it is also gated.
Suppose that there is a convex cycle C′ of G which has at least three vertices in common with F and which is not a cycle of
this subgraph. Then the length of C′ is greater than 4 since F is convex, and thus C′ ∈ H(G)−H(G[Wuv]). Hence C′ contains
the edge uv. Because u is a vertex of all elements ofH(G), it follows that C′ must have at least three vertices in common with
some element ofH(G[Wuv]), which is impossible by Lemma 3.7.
Therefore F is gated by Proposition 2.16. FurthermoreGuv is gated by Lemma 3.6 sinceG contains no tricycle. Then, because
the intersection of two gated sets is gated, it follows that F∩Guv is gated. ConsequentlyG is the gated amalgam of F andGuv. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. (i)⇒ (ii): Assume that G has the MCP. Suppose that G contains a tricycle (C1, C2, C3). By Lemma 2.15,
the length of each of these cycles is greater than 4. Let ab be the common edge of C1 and C2 and, for i = 1, 2, let aci be the
common edge of Ci and C3. For i = 1, 2, 3, let ui be the antipode of a in Ci. As in the proof of Lemma 2.15, we can show that:
V(Ci) ∩ Uba = {ui, b} for i = 1, 2; (1)
V(Ci) ∩ Ucja = {ui, cj} for j = 1, 2 and i = j, 3. (2)
For i = 1, 2, let Ci[ui, b] be the (ui, b)-geodesic in Ci, Ci[ui, ci] the (ui, ci)-geodesic in Ci, and C3[u3, ci] the (u3, ci)-geodesic
in C3. Clearly:
• IG(u1, u2) = V(C1[u1, b] ∪ C2[u2, b]) by (1) and the C-convexity of Uba;
• for i = 1, 2, IG(ui, u3) = V(Ci[ui, ci] ∪ C3[u3, ci]) by (2) and the C-convexity of Ucia.
It follows that the intervals IG(u1, u2), IG(u2, u3), IG(u3, u1) pairwise intersect in their common endvertices, and moreover
that their union does not induce a convex cycle. By Lemma 3.2, this yields a contradiction with the assumption that G has
the MCP.
(ii)⇒ (i): Assume that G contains no tricycle. Suppose that G is neither an even cycle nor a median graph, since we already
know that these graphs have the MCP. Let u, v,w be three vertices of G such that the intervals IG(u, v), IG(v,w), IG(w, u)
pairwise intersect in their common endvertices. Suppose that A := G[IG(u, v) ∪ IG(v,w) ∪ IG(w, u)] is not a gated cycle.
Let H be the gated hull of A, that is the smallest gated subgraph of G containing A. Then H is not a cycle, and not a
median graph by the property of the intervals IG(u, v), IG(v,w), IG(w, u), and moreover it contains no tricycle by assumption.
It follows, by Proposition 3.9, that H is the gated amalgam of two gated subgraphs H0 and H1. Because H is the gated hull
of A, it follows that the vertices u, v,w cannot belong to V(Hi) for some i ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, without loss of generality, we can
suppose that u, v ∈ V(H0 − H1) and w ∈ V(H1 − H0). Then the gate of w in H0 must belong to IH(w, u) ∩ IH(w, v), contrary to
the hypothesis that IG(w, u) ∩ IG(w, v) = {w}. Therefore A is a gated cycle, and consequently G has the MCP by Lemma 3.2.
Assume now that G is finite. Then (ii)⇒ (iii) is a consequence of Proposition 3.9, and (iii)⇒ (i) follows immediately from
Proposition 3.4 and the facts that hypercubes, as particular median graphs, and even cycles have the MCP. 
From Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.9 we obtain:
Corollary 3.10. A netlike partial cube having the MCP is indecomposable if and only if it is a hypercube or an even cycle.
We recall that every isometric cycle of a cellular bipartite graph is gated [3, Theorem 1]. Hence, by Lemma 2.11, cellular
bipartite graphs are particular instances of linear partial cubes. In view of Theorem 3.5 we obtain a new characterization of
the cellular bipartite graphs.
Proposition 3.11. The cellular bipartite graphs are the finite linear partial cubes which have the MCP.
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We call gated cutset of a graph G a gated subset (or subgraph) H of G such that G− H is disconnected. If K is the union of
H with any component of G − H, then G is clearly the gated amalgam of K with G − K. We will generalize another result of
Bandelt and Chepoi [3, Theorem 3] stating that a decomposable cellular bipartite graph possesses a gated cutset which is a tree.
Theorem 3.12. A decomposable finite netlike (resp. linear) partial cube G having the MCP possesses a gated cutset which is a
median graph (resp. a tree).
Proof. The result is clear if G is a median graph. If G is a linear median graph, then, by Theorem 3.5, G is obtained from single
edges and even cycles via successive gated amalgamations, since G has no hypercube of dimension greater than 2. Hence G
is a cellular bipartite graph, and the result is then a consequence of [3, Theorem 3].
Assume that G has a convex cycle of length greater that 4. Then we can suppose that G is 2-connected. We have the
three cases of the proof of Proposition 3.9. Case 2 is clear. In Case 3, the gated cutset is F ∩ Guv, that is a convex subgraph
of G[IG(Uuv)]. If G is a netlike partial cube, then G[IG(Uuv)] is also a netlike partial cube since it is a convex subgraph of G.
Moreover, each of its cycles is a cycle of G[Uuv] because Uuv is C-convex, and thus is a 4-cycle by Lemma 2.12. Hence it is a
median graph by Lemma 2.13. Therefore F ∩ Guv is also a median graph. If G is a linear partial cube, then G[IG(Uuv)] is a tree
by the definition of a linear partial cube, and then F ∩ Guv is also a tree.
For Case 1, whether G is linear or not, the proof is exactly the corresponding part of Bandelt and Chepoi’s proof of
[3, Theorem 3] to which we refer the reader. 
4. MCP and the geodesic interval space
We recall two specific properties of an abstract interval space (X, I):
Peano Property. For all u, v,w ∈ X, x ∈ I(u,w) and y ∈ I(v, x), there exists a point z ∈ I(v,w) such that y ∈ I(u, z).
Pash Property. For all u, v,w ∈ X, v′ ∈ I(u,w) and w′ ∈ I(u, v), the intervals I(v, v′) and I(w,w′) are non-disjoint.
If an interval space (X, I) has the Peano Property, then the induced convexity has the Join-Hull Commutativity Property
(JHC Property) stating that, for any convex set C ⊆ X and any u ∈ X, the convex hull of {u} ∪ C equals the union of the convex
hull of {u, v} for all v ∈ C (see [18]).
Median graphs and cellular bipartite graphs (see [3]) have the JHC Property, but partial cubes need not have this property
as is shown by the example of Q−3 . Even partial cubes whose pre-hull number is at most 1 may not have the JHC Property: this
is the case of the graph of Fig. 1 in [16] which contains Q−3 as a convex subgraph. For any netlike partial cube, the problem is
still open, but the following result settles this problem for those which have the MCP.
An interval space satisfying the Pash and Peano properties is called a Pash–Peano space (or a closed join space). According
to Chepoi [6], the geodesic interval space of a bipartite graph having the Peano Property also has the Pash Property.
Theorem 4.1. The geodesic interval space of a netlike partial cube having the MCP is a Pash–Peano space.
Proof. Due to Chepoi’s result [6], we only have to prove that the geodesic interval space of G has the Peano Property. Note
that the geodesic interval space of a graph has the Peano Property if and only if the geodesic interval space of the convex
hull of each triple of its vertices has the Peano Property. Hence, because any polytope of a partial cube is finite and because a
convex subgraph of a graph having the MCP also has the MCP, it follows that we only have to prove that the geodesic interval
space of any finite netlike partial cube having the MCP is a Pash–Peano space.
Let G be a finite netlike partial cube having the MCP. We will proceed by induction on the number of vertices of G. This
is trivial if G has only one vertex. Suppose that any netlike partial cube which has the MCP and with at most n vertices,
for some n ≥ 1, has the Peano property. Assume that G has n + 1 vertices. Then G has the Peano Property if it is an even
cycle or a hypercube. Otherwise, by Corollary 3.10, G is decomposable, and thus G is the gated amalgam of two of its proper
gated subgraphs G0 and G1. Because G0 and G1 are gated subgraphs of G, they clearly have the MCP, and thus the Peano
Property by the induction hypothesis. Therefore G also has the Peano Property by a result of Bandelt and van de Vel (see
[18, Theorem 5.14]) stating that the gated amalgam of two geometric interval spaces has the Peano Property if and only if both
summands do. 
By [6], this result implies in particular that the geodesic convexity of a netlike partial cube G having the MCP has the
separation property S4 (Kakutani Separation Property): if C,D ⊆ V(G) are disjoint convex sets, then there is a half-space H
which separates C from D, that is, C ⊆ H and D ⊆ V(G)−H. Bandelt [2] showed that the geodesic convexity of a partial cube is
S3 (that is, any vertex x and every convex set C with x 6∈ C can be separated by a half-space), but that it is not necessarily S4.
Actually, due to the fact that, all intervals of a partial cube are convex, [18, Theorem 4.12] entails that the geodesic convexity
of a partial cube has the separation property S4 if and only if its geodesic interval space has the Pash Property.
5. MCP and netlike subgraphs
If a triple of vertices of a partial cube G has a median, then this median is unique, because G is an isometric subgraph of a
hypercube and any triple of vertices of a hypercube has a unique median. In [16] we define the concept of netlike subgraph
as follows:
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Definition 5.1. A subgraph H of a netlike partial cube G is called a netlike subgraph of G if H is isometric in G and if, for every
triple (u, v,w) of vertices of H which has a median m in G, then m ∈ V(H) (and thus is the median of (u, v,w) in H by the
uniqueness of the median and the fact that H is isometric in G).
We can easily notice that the netlike subgraphs of a median graph are the median subgraphs of this graph. By
[16, Proposition 4.4], a netlike subgraph of a netlike partial cube is also a netlike partial cube. Note that, contrary to median
subgraphs, an isometric subgraph H of a netlike partial cube G which is netlike in its own right is not necessarily a netlike
subgraph of G, even if both G and H have the MCP, as is shown by the example of a 6-cycle in a 3-cube. On the other hand,
a median subgraph H of a median graph G can be defined as a connected induced subgraph of G such that, for every triple
(u, v,w) of vertices of H, the median of (u, v,w) in G belongs to H. We will show that we have an analogous definition for
netlike subgraphs of netlike partial cubes which have the MCP.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be netlike partial cube having the MCP, and H a subgraph of G. Then H is a netlike subgraph of G if and only
if H is a connected induced subgraph of G such that, for every triple (u, v,w) of vertices of H, the median or the median cycle of
(u, v,w) in G is a vertex or a cycle of H, respectively.
We need two preliminary results.
Lemma 5.3. Let H be a netlike subgraph of a netlike partial cube G. Then any convex cycle of H is convex in G.
Proof. Let C be a convex cycle of H. Then C is an isometric cycle of G, since H is isometric in G. Suppose that C is not convex in
G. Then, by Proposition 2.10, its convex hull is a hypercube. Moreover the length of C is greater then 4, because any 4-cycle
is convex in a partial cube. Hence there is a triple of vertices of C which have a median in G but not in H, contrary to the
definition of a netlike subgraph. Therefore C is convex in G. 
Corollary 5.4. Let H be a netlike subgraph of a netlike partial cube G. If G has the MCP, then H also has the MCP.
Proof. Suppose that H does not have the MCP. Then, by Theorem 3.5, H contains a tricycle (C1, C2, C3). By Lemma 5.3, the
cycles C1, C2, C3 are convex inG. Hence (C1, C2, C3) is also a tricycle inG, and thusGdoes not have the MCP by Theorem 3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. (a) Assume that H is a netlike subgraph of G. Then H is connected and induced in G since H is isometric
in G. Let (u, v,w) be a triple of vertices ofH. By Corollary 5.4,H has the MCP, and thus (u, v,w) has a unique median or a unique
median cycle. We will show that this median or this median cycle is the median or the median cycle, respectively, of (u, v,w)
in G. This is clear if (u, v,w) has a median in H by the uniqueness of the median and the fact that H is isometric in G.
Suppose that (u, v,w) has a median cycle C in H. By Lemma 5.3, C is convex in G, and thus gated. Hence C is the median
cycle of (u, v,w) in G by the uniqueness of the median cycle and the fact that H is isometric in G.
(b) Conversely assume that the median or the median cycle in G of any triple of vertices of H is a vertex or a cycle of H,
respectively. To show that H is a netlike subgraph of G, we only have to prove that H is isometric in G. We will prove that the
distance between any two vertices of H is the same in H and in G by induction on their distance in H. This is clear for any two
adjacent vertices of H. Let n ≥ 1. Suppose that dH(x, y) = dG(x, y) for any x, y ∈ V(H) such that dH(x, y) ≤ n.
Let u, v ∈ V(H) be such that dH(u, v) = n+1. Let v′ be a neighbor of v in IH(u, v). Then dG(u, v′) = dH(u, v′) by the induction
hypothesis. Furthermore dG(u, v) = dG(u, v′)± 1 since G is bipartite.
Suppose that dG(u, v) = dG(u, v′) − 1 = n − 1. Then n ≥ 3 because H is induced in G. Let w ∈ IH(u, v′) such that
dH(u,w) = n− 1. Then w 6= v, and dG(u,w) = dH(u,w) by the induction hypothesis.
If the triple (u, v,w) has a median m in G, then m ∈ V(H) by the assumption. Moreover m is different from v and w since
dG(u, v) = n− 1 = dG(u,w), and from u since dG(v,w) = 2 ≤ dG(u,w). Hence
dH(u, v) ≤ dH(u,m)+ dH(m, v) = dG(u,m)+ dG(m, v) by the induction hypothesis
= dG(u, v) = n− 1,
contrary to the hypothesis.
If the triple (u, v,w) has a median cycle C in G, then C is a cycle of H by the assumption. Let x, y, z be the gates in C of
u, v,w, respectively. Because w ∈ IH(u, v), it follows that z = w. Note that, because C is convex, the distances between x and
y, between y and z and between z and x are the same in H and in G. Moreover dG(x, y) < dG(x, z)+ dG(z, y) by the definition of
a median cycle. Furthermore: dH(u, x) = dG(u, x) by the induction hypothesis and the fact that dH(u, x) ≤ dH(u,w) = n− 1;
and dH(w, y) = dG(w, y) by the induction hypothesis and the fact that dH(w, y) ≤ dH(w, v) = 2 < n. Therefore
dH(u, v) = dH(u, x)+ dH(x, y)+ dH(y, v)
< dH(u, x)+ dH(x,w)+ dH(w, y)+ dH(y, v)
= dH(u,w)+ dH(w, v)
= dH(u, v).
Consequently dG(u, v) = dG(u, v′)+ 1 = n+ 1, and thus dG(u, v) = dH(u, v). 
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Fig. 3. A prime benzenoid graph.
6. The expansion procedure
In this section we will see that, if we cannot obtain any finite netlike partial cubes from smaller ones with the expansion
procedure, however we can obtain all the finite ones which have the MCP in this way. We will recall the definition and some
basic properties of an expansion of a graph, a concept which was introduced by Mulder [13] to characterize median graphs
and which was later generalized by Chepoi [7].
Definition 6.1. A pair (V0, V1) of sets of vertices of a graphG is called a proper cover ofG if it satisfies the following conditions:
• V0 ∩ V1 6= ∅ and V0 ∪ V1 = V(G);
• there is no edge between a vertex in V0 − V1 and a vertex in V1 − V0;
• G[V0] and G[V1] are isometric subgraphs of G.
Definition 6.2. An expansion of a graph G with respect to a proper cover (V0, V1) of G is the subgraph of GK2 induced by the
vertex set (V0 × {0}) ∪ (V1 × {1}) (where {0, 1} is the vertex set of K2).
An expansion of a partial cube is a partial cube. If G1 is an expansion of a partial cube G0, then we will say that G0 is a
Θ-contraction of G1, because, as we can easily see, G0 is obtained from G1 by contracting each element of some Θ-class of
edges of G1. More precisely, let G be a partial cube different from K1 and let uv be an edge of G. Let G/uv be the quotient graph
of G whose vertex set V(G/uv) is the partition of V(G) such that x and y belong to the same block of this partition if and only
if x = y or xy is an edge which isΘ-equivalent to uv. The natural surjection γuv of V(G) onto V(G/uv) is a contraction of G onto
G/uv, that is an application which maps any two adjacent vertices to adjacent vertices or to a single vertex. Then clearly the
graph G/uv is a partial cube and (γuv(WGuv), γuv(WGvu)) is a proper cover of G/uv with respect to which G is an expansion of
G/uv. We will say that G/uv is the Θ-contraction of G with respect to the Θ-class of uv.
Let G1 be an expansion of a graph G with respect to a proper cover (V0, V1) of G. We will use the following notation in the
proof of each of the following results. For i = 0, 1, let ψi : Vi → V(G1) be such that ψi(x) := (x, i) for each x ∈ Vi; and for any
A ⊆ V(G) let
ψ(A) := ψ0(A ∩ V0) ∪ψ1(A ∩ V1).
Note that ψ0(V0) and ψ1(V1) are complementary half-spaces of G1.
We recall a result of Chepoi:
Proposition 6.3 (Chepoi [7,8]). A finite graph is a partial cube if and only if it can be obtained from K1 by a sequence of expansions.
Several theorems of this kind have been stated for different subclasses of partial cubes, see [11]. The first one is the
following theorem of Mulder for median graphs. An expansion of a partial cube with respect to a proper cover (V0, V1) is
said to be convex if V0 ∩ V1 is convex.
Proposition 6.4 (Mulder [13]). A finite graph is a median graph if and only if it can be obtained from K1 by a sequence of convex
expansions.
For netlike partial cubes such a result is impossible. There exist netlike partial cubes such that none of their Θ-
contractions is netlike. Let say that such graphs are prime (with respect to the expansion procedure). This is the case of
the benzenoid graph of Fig. 3. Any Θ-contraction of this graph is isomorphic to one of the graphs in Fig. 4. None of these
graphs is a netlike partial cube, actually all have a ph-number equal to 2.
There exist infinitely many benzenoid graphs which are prime. The smallest one is the graph in Fig. 5. The hexagonal grid
is an instance of an infinite prime benzenoid graph.
On the other hand, if G is a netlike partial cube, then there is always an expansion of G which is netlike. For example, an
expansion of G with respect to a proper cover (V0, V1) such that V0 = V(G) and V1 is a set of one vertex or of two adjacent
vertices of G, is clearly netlike.
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Fig. 4. The Θ-contractions (up to isomorphism) of the graph in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. The minimal prime benzenoid graph.
Definition 6.5. A proper cover (V0, V1) of a partial cube G is said to be C-respectful if it has the following two properties:
(R1) V0 ∩ V1 is C-convex in G[Vi] for i = 0, 1;
(R2) for any edge ab of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)], if |IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1| ≥ 2, then IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 ⊆ Uab.
Furthermore (V0, V1) is said to be gated if IG(V0 ∩ V1) is gated.
Lemma 6.6. If a proper cover (V0, V1) of a partial cube G satisfies condition (R1), then IG(V0 ∩ V1) is convex in G.
Proof. Indeed, for i = 0, 1, because V0 ∩ V1 is C-convex in G[Vi], it follows, by Corollary 2.7, that IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1) is convex in
G[Vi]. Whence the result because there is no edge between a vertex in V0 − V1 and a vertex in V1 − V0. 
Lemma 6.7. If a proper cover (V0, V1) of a netlike partial cube G satisfies condition (R2), then, for any edge ab of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)],
IG(u, v) ⊆ Uab for all u, v ∈ Uab ∩ V0 ∩ V1.
Proof. Indeed, if this was not the case, then there would exist two non-adjacent vertices u′, v′ ∈ IG(u, v) and a (u′, v′)-
geodesic Pi in G[Vi] for i = 0, 1 such that P0 ∪ P1 is a cycle of G[IG(Uab)] whose vertex set is not contained in Uab, contrary to
the fact that Uab is C-convex. 
We will first state, without proving it, a result giving two simple instances of gated C-respectful proper covers.
Proposition 6.8. A proper cover (V0, V1) of a netlike partial cube is C-respectful and gated if we have one of the following
conditions:
(i) V0 ∩ V1 is a set of two non-adjacent vertices of G.
(ii) V0 ∩ V1 induces a gated median graph.
Definition 6.9. An expansion of a partial cube G with respect to a (gated) C-respectful proper cover of G is called a (gated)
C-respectful expansion of G.
Theorem 6.10. An expansion G1 of a netlike partial cube G (having the MCP) is a netlike partial cube (which has the MCP) if and
only if it is a (gated) C-respectful expansion of G.
Proof. We will use the notation about expansions introduced above. Let G1 be the expansion of G with respect to a proper
cover (V0, V1).
(a) Assume that (V0, V1) is C-respectful. Let ab be an edge of G1. We will distinguish three cases.
Case 1. ab = ψ0(x)ψ1(x) for some x ∈ V0 ∩ V1.
Then UG1ab = ψ0(V0 ∩ V1). Hence UG1ab is C-convex by condition (R1) of Definition 6.5.
Case 2. There is i ∈ {0, 1} such that ab = ψi(ai)ψi(bi) for some edge aibi ∈ E(G[Vi])which is not Θ-equivalent to any edge
of G[IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1)].
Because the set ψ(Vi) is convex, it follows that IG1(U
G1
ab ) = ψi(IG(UGaibi)). Hence, because UGaibi is C-convex,
CV(G1[IG1(UG1ab )]) = ψi(CV(G[IG[Vi](UGaibi)])) ⊆ ψi(UGaibi) = UG1ab .
Therefore UG1ab is C-convex.
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Case 3. There is i ∈ {0, 1} such that ab = ψi(ai)ψi(bi) for some edge aibi ∈ E(G[Vi])which is Θ-equivalent to some edge of
G[IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1)].
Without loss of generality we will suppose that i = 0 and that a0b0 is an edge of G[IG[V0](V0 ∩V1)]. For any isometric cycle
C of G1[IG1(UG1ab )]we clearly have one of the following two cases:
• C = ψi(Ci) for some isometric cycle Ci of G[IG[Vi](UGa0b0)] and some i ∈ {0, 1};
• C = G[ψ0(P0) ∪ ψ1(P1)], where, for j = 0, 1, Pj is a (u, v)-geodesic in G[Vj] for some vertices u, v ∈ IG(UGa0b0) ∩ V0 ∩ V1
(⊆ UGa0b0 by (R2)) such that V(Pj) ∩ UGa0b0 = {u, v} and P0 = P1 = 〈u, v〉 if u and v are adjacent.
Besides, by Lemma 6.7, IG(u, v) ⊆ UGa0b0 if u and v are not adjacent. Therefore, because UGa0b0 is C-convex:
CV(G1[IG1(UG1ab )]) ⊆
⋃
i=0,1
ψi(CV(G[IG[Vi](UG[Vi]a0b0 )])) ∪ψ(UGa0b0)
⊆ ψ(CV(G[IG(UGa0b0)]))
⊆ ψ(UGa0b0) = UG1ab .
Therefore UG1ab is C-convex.
It follows from these three cases that G1 is a netlike partial cube.
(b) Conversely assume that the proper cover (V0, V1) of G does not satisfy one of the two conditions of Definition 6.5.
Suppose that (V0, V1) does not satisfy (R1). Then V0 ∩ V1 is not C-convex in G[Vi] for some i ∈ {0, 1}, say i = 0. Let
x ∈ V0 ∩ V1. Then UG1ψ0(x)ψ1(x) = ψ0(V0 ∩ V1) is not C-convex. Hence G1 is not netlike.
Now suppose that (V0, V1) does not satisfy (R2). Then there are an edge ab of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)] and two vertices u, v ∈
IG(U
G
ab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 such that at least one of them does not belong to UGab, say v, and such that dG(u, v) is as small as possible.
Then u and v must be adjacent, since otherwise G[IG(u, v)] would induce a cycle, contrary to the fact that UGab is C-convex.
Thenψ0(v) andψ1(v) do not belong to U
G1
ψi(a)ψi(b)
whereas 〈ψ0(u),ψ1(u),ψ1(v),ψ0(v),ψ0(u)〉 is a cycle of G1[IG1(UG1ψi(a)ψi(b))]
for some i such that a, b ∈ Vi. Therefore UG1ψi(a)ψi(b) is not C-convex, and thus G1 is not netlike.
(c) Assume now that G has the MCP and that (V0, V1) is a gated C-respectful proper cover of G. By (a), G1 is a netlike
partial cube. Suppose that G1 contains a tricycle (C1, C2, C3). Let j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The length of Cj is greater than 4 by Lemma 2.15.
Therefore Cj = ψ(C′j), where C′j is a convex cycle of G, and thus whose vertex set cannot be contained in V0 ∩ V1. Because G
contains no tricycle by Theorem 3.5, at least two of the cycles C′1, C′2, C′3, say C′2, C′3, have a unique vertex in common. Then
this vertex, say x, belongs to V0 ∩ V1 and is such thatψ0(x)ψ1(x) is the common edge of C2 and C3. Therefore C′1 intersects C′2
and C′3 in two distinct edges. It follows that V(C′1) ⊆ Vi for some i ∈ {0, 1}, and moreover that C′1 has at least two vertices in
IG(V0 ∩ V1). Whence V(C′1) ⊆ Vi ∩ IG(V0 ∩ V1) since IG(V0 ∩ V1) is gated. Because V0 ∩ V1 is C-convex in G[Vi], it follows that
V(C′1) ⊆ V0 ∩ V1, contrary to what precedes. Consequently G1 contains no tricycle, and hence it has the MCP by Theorem 3.5.
(d) Let (V0, V1) be a C-respectful proper cover of G. By Lemma 6.6, the set IG(V0 ∩ V1) is convex in G. Assume that (V0, V1)
is not gated. Then, by Proposition 2.16, there is a convex cycle C of G such that |V(C)∩IG(V0∩V1)| ≥ 3 but V(C) 6⊆ IG(V0∩V1).
Then the length of C is greater than 4, and V(C) ⊆ Vi for some i ∈ {0, 1}, say i = 0. Hence V(C) ∩ IG[V0](V0 ∩ V1) induces a
geodesic P whose length is at least 2.
Suppose that no inner vertex of P belongs to V0 ∩ V1. Then there is a subpath of length 2 of P that is contained in a
(v,w)-geodesic Q of G[V0] for some v,w ∈ V0 ∩ V1 such that V(Q) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 = {v,w}. Because G[V1] is isometric in G, there is
a (v,w)-geodesic Q ′ in G[V1]. By the property of proper covers and the fact that V0 ∩ V1 is C-convex in G[V0], it follows that
C′ := Q ∪ Q ′ is a convex cycle of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)]. Then C and C′ are two gated cycles which intersect in at least three vertices.
Hence C = C′ by Proposition 2.16, contrary to the hypothesis that C is not a cycle of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)].
Therefore there exist an inner vertex u of P which belongs to V0 ∩ V1 and two vertices x1, x2 ∈ V(P) such that 〈x1, u, x2〉
is a subpath of P. Let j ∈ {1, 2}. Note that xj 6∈ V0 ∩ V1, since otherwise, by the convexity of C, the vertex xj would belong to
IG(Ux3−ju) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 − Ux3−ju, contrary to condition (R2). Then, just as for C′, we can prove that there exists a convex cycle C′j
of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)] which passes through xj and u. Clearly C ∩ C′j = 〈xj, u〉 since these cycles are gated. Now we denote by Cj
the convex cycle of G1[ψ(IG(V0 ∩ V1))]which is induced by ψ(V(C′j)). Then the three cycles ψ0(C), C1, C2 of G1 have lengths
greater than 4, and are such that V(ψ0(C) ∩ Cj) = {ψ0(xj),ψ0(u)} for j = 1, 2 and V(C1 ∩ C2) = {ψ0(u),ψ1(u)}. Therefore
(ψ0(C), C1, C2) is a tricycle of G1, and consequently G1 does not have the MCP by Theorem 3.5. 
We will now define a special kind of gated C-respectful proper covers that we will use in the principal result.
Definition 6.11. A proper cover (V0, V1) of a partial cube G is said to be C-peripheral if it has the following properties:
(P1) V0 ∩ V1 is C-convex in G[Vi] for i = 0, 1;
(P2) IG(V0 ∩ V1) is gated;
(P3) Vi = IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1) for some i ∈ {0, 1};
(P4) any convex cycle of G[V0 ∩ V1] is a 4-cycle.
Proposition 6.12. Any C-peripheral proper cover of a netlike partial cube is C-respectful and gated.
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Proof. Let (V0, V1) be a C-peripheral proper cover of a netlike partial cube G. By (P1) and (P2), (V0, V1) satisfies condition
(R1) of Definition 6.5 and is gated. We will prove that it also satisfies condition (R2).
Assume that V0 = IG[V0](V0 ∩ V1). Let ab be an edge of G[V0]. Without loss of generality we can suppose that a, b ∈ V1.
Then there are u, v ∈ V0 ∩ V1 such that ab is an edge of a (u, v)-geodesic P, and that we can choose so that dG(u, v) is as small
as possible. If u, v are not adjacent, then there exists a (u, v)-geodesic P′ in G[V0], and an edge a′b′ of P′ which isΘ-equivalent
to ab. If u, v are adjacent, then a = a′ = u and b = b′ = v by the minimality of dG(u, v). In any case u ∈ IG(a, a′) ⊆ IG(Uab).
Suppose that there is another vertex w ∈ IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1. Then IG(u,w) ⊆ IG(Uab).
Suppose that u 6= a. Then, because Uab isC-convex, u cannot belong to a cycle of G[IG(Uab)], and its degree in this subgraph
is 2 (see [15, Theorem 3.8]). Note that the degree of any inner vertex of P′ is 2, because V0 ∩ V1 is C-convex in G[V0] by (P1)
and V0 = IG[V0](V0 ∩ V1) by assumption. It follows that a ∈ IG(u,w). Whence a ∈ V0 ∩ V1, since otherwise u would belong to a
cycle of G[IG(Uab)] formed by the union of a (u, c)-geodesic in G[V0] and another one in G[V1] for some c ∈ IG(u,w)∩ V0 ∩ V1.
Then u = a again by the minimality of dG(u, v), contrary to the assumption that u 6= a. Similarly v = b′.
Now we will prove that IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 ⊆ Uab by assuming that IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 has more than one element.
In the following, u is the vertex defined above but, contrary to what was done until now, w will denote any element of
IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1, i.e. w may be equal to u. We will prove that w ∈ Uab by induction on dG(u,w). This is clear if w = u since
u = a by what was proved above. Let n ≥ 0. Suppose that this is true for every vertex in IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 whose distance to
u is at most n. Let w ∈ IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1 be such that dG(u,w) = n+ 1.
Suppose that w 6∈ Uab. Due to the fact that Uab is ph-stable, it follows, by Lemma 2.4, that w ∈ IG(u, x) for some x ∈ Uab that
we can choose so that dG(w, x) is as small as possible. Let y ∈ (IG(u,w)∩V0 ∩V1)−{w} such that dG(y,w) is minimum. Then y
and w are adjacent, since otherwise there would exist two internally disjoint (y,w)-geodesics, and then w would belong to
Uab by the C-convexity of Uab, contrary to the hypothesis. By the induction hypothesis, y ∈ Uab. Let x′ and y′ be the neighbors
in Uba of x and y, respectively. Then w, x, x′, y, y′ belong to a convex cycle C of G whose vertices w, y, y′ belong to IG(V0 ∩ V1)
(note that y′ ∈ IG[V1](y, v)). Therefore V(C) ⊆ IG(V0 ∩ V1) since this set is gated by (P2). Because y′ ∈ V1 and since no vertex
in V0 − V1 is adjacent to a vertex in V1 − V0, it follows that V(C) ⊆ IG[V1](V0 ∩ V1). Hence V(C) ⊆ V0 ∩ V1 because this set is
C-convex in G[V1] by (P1), and thus C is a 4-cycle by (P4). Whence w ∈ Uab. 
Definition 6.13. An expansion of a partial cube G with respect to a C-peripheral proper cover of G is called a C-peripheral
expansion of G.
Lemma 6.14. Let G be a finite partial cube. Then there exists an edge ab of G such that Wab = IG(Uab).
Proof. Let ab be an edge of G such that |WGab| is as small as possible. Suppose that Wab 6= IG(Uab). Let x ∈ IG(Uab) and
y ∈ NG(x) ∩ (Wab − IG(Uab)). Then the edge xy is not Θ-equivalent to any edge of G[IG(UGab)], and thus to any edge of
G[Wba∪IG(UGab)], by [15, Lemma 4.6]. Then Wba∪IG(Uab) ⊆ Wxy. Hence Wyx ⊂ Wab, contrary to the fact that |Wab| is minimum.
Therefore Wab = IG(Uab). 
We can now prove the main theorem of this section, which gives the same kind of result as those by Chepoi [7] and
Mulder [13] (see Propositions 6.3 and 6.4).
Theorem 6.15. A finite graph is a netlike partial cube which has the MCP if and only if it can be obtained from K1 by a sequence
of C-peripheral expansions.
Proof. By Theorem 6.10 and Proposition 6.12, we only have to prove the necessity. The proof will be done by induction
on the number of vertices of the finite netlike partial cubes which has the MCP. This is trivial if such a graph has only one
vertex. Let n ≥ 1. Suppose that any netlike partial cube which has the MCP and with at most n vertices can be obtained from
K1 by a sequence of gated C-peripheral expansions. Let G be a netlike partial cube having the MCP and n + 1 vertices. By
Lemma 6.14, there exists an edge ab of G such that Wab = IG(Uab).
Let H := G/ab be the Θ-contraction of G with respect to the Θ-class of ab. Put V0 := γab(WGab) and V1 := γab(WGba). Then
(V0, V1) is a proper cover of H. For simplification we will identify H with the graph obtained from G by collapsing each edge
xy which is Θ-equivalent to ab onto its endvertex y ∈ UGba. Whence V1 = WGba and V0 ∩ V1 = UGba.
We will show that H is a netlike partial cube which has the MCP. Let uv be an edge of H. Without loss of generality we
can suppose that uv is an edge of H[V1], i.e. of G[WGba], because each edge of H[V0] is Θ-equivalent to an edge of H[V1] since
WGab = IG(UGab) by the choice of ab.
Case 1. uv is Θ-equivalent to an edge of H[IH(UGab)].
Then we can suppose that uv is an edge of G[IG(UGab)] by the preceding identification. Then, for any cycle C of H[IH(UGab)],
ψ(C) is a cycle of G[IG(UGab)]. Because UGuv is C-convex, it follows that V(ψ(C)) ⊆ UGuv, whence V(C) ⊆ UHuv, and UHuv is C-convex
since UGuv is C-convex.
Case 2. uv is not Θ-equivalent to any edge of H[IH(UGab)].
We will show that IH(UHuv)∩ IH(UHba) ⊆ IG(UGba). Suppose that this is not true. Then there exist two non-adjacent vertices
x, y ∈ UGba ∩ UHuv and an (x, y)-geodesic P having only its endvertices in UGba. If x′ and y′ are the neighbors in UGab of x and y,
respectively, and if P′ is an (x′, y′)-geodesic, then C := P ∪ 〈x, x′〉 ∪ P′ ∪ 〈y′, y〉 is a convex cycle of G, and P ∪ P′ is a convex
cycle of H[IH(UHba)]whose vertex set is not contained in UHba. Because x, y ∈ UHuv and since G is netlike, there exist two vertices
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c, d ∈ UGuv ⊆ UHuv such that x, y ∈ IG(c, d). Now, by Proposition 2.16, two convex, and thus gated, cycles of G cannot have
more than one edge in common. Therefore, since dH(x, y) = dG(x, y) ≥ 2, it follows that there must be three vertices
e, f , g ∈ V(P) ∩ UGuv such that 〈e, f , g〉 is a subpath of P. Whence, if e′, f ′, g′ are the neighbors in UGvu of e, f , g, respectively,
then (C, 〈e, f , f ′, e′, e〉, 〈f , g, g′, f ′, f 〉) is a tricycle of G, contrary to the fact that G contains no tricycle by Theorem 3.5.
Consequently, IH(UHuv) = IG(UGuv) and moreover UHuv = UGuv. Hence UHuv is C-convex since UGuv is so.
Therefore H is a netlike partial cube which clearly contains no tricycle since G contains no tricycle. Whence H has the
MCP by Theorem 3.5. It follows, by Theorem 6.10, that G is a gated C-respectful expansion of H. Moreover the proper cover
(V0, V1) is clearly C-peripheral.
This completes the proof since, by the induction hypothesis, H, which has at most n vertices, can be obtained from K1 by
a sequence of gated C-peripheral expansions. 
For linear partial cubes, we have the following proper results whose proofs are similar to the preceding ones and that we
leave to the reader.
Definition 6.16. A proper cover (V0, V1) of a linear partial cube G is said to be linearly respectful if it has the following two
properties:
(L1) IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1) induces a tree for i = 0, 1;
(L2) |IG(Uab) ∩ V0 ∩ V1| ≤ 1 for any edge ab of G[IG(V0 ∩ V1)].
Furthermore (V0, V1) is said to be gated if IG(V0 ∩ V1) is gated.
In particular a proper cover (V0, V1) of a linear partial cube G is linearly respectful if |V0 ∩ V1| ≤ 2.
Theorem 6.17. An expansion of a linear partial cube G (having the MCP) is a linear partial cube (which has the MCP) if and only
if it is a (gated) linearly respectful expansion of G.
Definition 6.18. A proper cover (V0, V1) of a partial cube G is said to be linearly peripheral if it has the following properties:
(LP1) IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1) induces a tree for i = 0, 1;
(LP2) IG(V0 ∩ V1) is gated;
(LP3) Vi = IG[Vi](V0 ∩ V1) for some i ∈ {0, 1}.
Proposition 6.19. Any linearly peripheral proper cover of a linear partial cube is linearly respectful and gated.
Theorem 6.20. A finite graph is a cellular bipartite graph if and only if it can be obtained from K1 by a sequence of linearly
peripheral expansions.
7. Convex amalgamation
We will complete this paper with a brief attempt to construct any netlike partial cubes from “elementary” ones. The
gated amalgamation is generally inappropriate when netlike partial cubes which do not have the MCP are concerned. So we
will use a weakening of the gated amalgamation, the so-called convex amalgamation.
We say that a graph G is the convex amalgam of two convex subgraphs G1 and G2 if G = G1 ∪ G2 and G1 ∩ G2 6= ∅. Note
that, if G is a netlike partial cube, then G1 and G2 are also netlike since they are convex subgraphs of G. On the other hand, the
convex amalgam of two netlike partial cubes need not be a partial cube, as is shown by the convex amalgam of two 6-cycles
along a path of length 2. Moreover, any tricycle can be viewed as the convex amalgam of one of its cycles of length greater
than 4 and the union of the two others. Therefore, a tricycle such that one of the three cycles is a 4-cycle (resp. none of the
cycles is a 4-cycle) shows that a partial cube (resp. a netlike partial cube) which is the convex amalgam of two netlike partial
cubes (resp. having the MCP) is not necessarily netlike (resp. a netlike partial cube having the MCP) because of Lemma 2.15
(resp. Theorem 3.5).
A graph which is the convex amalgam of two of its convex proper subgraphs is said to be convex-decomposable, otherwise
it is convex-indecomposable.
Let G be a partial cube and ab an edge of G. Then G is the convex amalgam of G[Wab] and G[Wba ∪ coG(Uab)]. Hence a partial
cube is convex-indecomposable if and only if Wab = coG(Uab) and Wba = coG(Uba) for every ab ∈ E(G). In particular, if G is
netlike, then it is convex-indecomposable if and only if Wab = IG(Uab) and Wba = IG(Uba) for every ab ∈ E(G). Therefore, by
Proposition 2.14, we have:
Proposition 7.1. A netlike partial cube is convex-indecomposable if and only if it is an even cycle or a hypercube.
It follows from this proposition that any finite linear (resp. netlike) partial cubes can be obtained from even cycles (resp. even
cycles and hypercubes) via successive convex amalgamations. However, as we saw above, these properties cannot characterize
the finite linear partial cubes or netlike partial cubes, unlike the analogous property for netlike partial cubes having the MCP
(Theorem 3.5).
Another consequence of what precedes is an extension, to linear partial cubes, of two results: [12, Corollary 3] on
cube-free median graphs and [3, Corollary 1] on bipartite cellular graphs.
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Proposition 7.2. Let G be a finite linear partial cube with n vertices, m edges and g gated cycles. Then
n− m+ g = 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of vertices of G, and is almost analogous to that of [3, Corollary 1]. This is
trivial if G has only one vertex. Let n ≥ 1. Suppose that this is true for any linear partial cube with at most n vertices. Let
G be a linear partial cube having n + 1 vertices. The result is clear by Proposition 7.1 if G is convex-indecomposable. If G is
convex-decomposable, then G is the convex amalgam of G1 := G[Wab] and G2 := G[Wba ∪ IG(Uab)] for some ab ∈ E(G) such
that Wab 6= IG(Uab). This amalgamation is done along G0 := G[IG(Uab)], which is a tree by the definition of a linear partial
cube. Moreover, G0,G1,G2 are linear partial cubes, and hence any cycle of each of these graphs is gated if and only if it is
convex. Whence a gated cycle of G is a gated cycle of G1 or G2. Let ni,mi, gi be the numbers of vertices, edges and gated cycles,
respectively, of Gi for i = 0, 1, 2. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis and since g0 = 0 and m0 = n0 − 1, we obtain:
n− m+ g = n1 + n2 − n0 − m1 − m2 + n0 − 1+ g1 + g2 = 1. 
We also immediately obtain the generalization of [3, Corollary 2] to the dimension of the cycle space of a finite linear
partial cube G, that is of the linear space overGF(2)with all Eulerian subgraphs of G as elements and the symmetric difference
as addition. Because, as is well known, this dimension (the cyclomatic number of G) is m−n+1, we obtain, by Proposition 7.2,
that this number is g. Whence:
Corollary 7.3. The gated cycles of a finite linear partial cube G constitute a basis of the cycle space of G.
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